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Hi Im Tav, a fourth year at RVC. Before RVC I took a gap year where I found my love of travel and 

meeting new people. My main interests lie in exotics, wildlife and conservation which is why I have 

begun work on the (AH)EMS abroad database.  Over the past two years I have been heavily 

involved in IVSA on a local, national and global level and would love to continue my work as the 

Exchange Officer for IVSA UK&Ireland. 

I stumbled into IVSA in 2016 when I was elected IVSA RVC Junior Representative, it was in this role 

I planned and lead the first group exchange that the RVC had completed in over 5 years. After 

attending the Naples IVSA event I was keen to plan something like this and so this year as Senior 

IVSA RVC rep I lead my organisation team of 10 to host our multi country exchange involving 80 

students visiting 3 countries. It is these experiences that have allowed me to aid and advise the 

university reps in each university about how to plan and organise their own exchanges in my role 

as Exchange Officer this year. My role in IVSA Global as Secretary to Member Organisation 

Director 217/18 has increased my awareness of global IVSA activities and allowed me to share 

these to all the reps. I also am now creator of the global monthly EO bulletin which I send to each 

university to disseminate. 

This year so far 7/9 vet schools have partaken in group exchanges, if I am elected I would continue 

the steps to work towards 9/9. I have also been working on a database for both EMS and spay 

clinics abroad which I would love to complete.  I would continue to keep all the IVSA reps aware 

of all the amazing opportunities and scholarships available through IVSA and help to promote 

them. Another aspect of the role is to facilitate international students gaining experience in the 

UK&I; something I’m keen to increase.  

Over the past year I have worked hard to achieve my goals in the Exchange Officer role. I feel like 

I have a solid grasp of what the role entails, and how to build on the work I have done this year to 

make sure IVSA is promoted and shared the way it should be. I am genuinely passionate about 

the work IVSA does and would relish the opportunity to continue to inspire vet students about 

everything IVSA.  


